KABUL - The Independent Commission Overseeing the Implementation of the Constitution (ICOIC) on Sunday said there are problems with the constitution and some articles need to be clarified. ICOIC earlier said there were challenges in terms of implementing 20 articles of the constitution and as a result these had not been fully implemented.

"Article seven of the constitution says that Afghanistan will implement these constitution articles. The point is whether we have implemented those articles or not," ICOIC member Sadiq Safi said.

The problems that ICOIC encountered in implementing the articles were that "the articles are not clear for any government," he said.

One point is that the meaning of "did not implement" is not clear. "There are two things, one is that we (sign) a convention and the other thing (sign) a convention: just means that government has an obligation to implement the constitution's values," said Mo- hammed Ibrahim, head of ICOIC.

Another thing is that the constitution has many problems and that there are articles which are not clear and those need to be clarified. "When the constitution, sparked controversy about the function of parliament and elections, whether parliament can still continue its job without holding elections," said Abul Wafa Ferhati, a lawyer.

Lawyers also said the constitution needs to be amended and some articles should be revised." Articles related to courts, to interpretation of the constitution, to removing elections and holding elections, need to be amended," said Ahmadzai Lashkarz, executive director of Afghanistans Lawyers Alliance (ALLS).

Despite all those problems, Afghanistan constitution is one of the best in the region and gives Afghans more freedom than citizens get in some other countries (Tolovesh).

200,000 IDPs and Return Refugees Urgently Need Aid

Amarkhel - People to Help Improve Ghazni Security

GHANZI CITY - The police chief Sunday said people should cooperate with security forces in improving situations of southern Ghazni province.

Reg. Gan, Aminullah Amarkhel in an ex-clusive interview with Afghanpul News said militants would not be able to destabilize Ghazni. He recently visited Giro, Zanakhan, Andar and some other districts and met local residents.

Amarkhel said Taliban militaries had ended defeat in many areas of Ghazni. "The central government provides me two helicopters, I will take a helicopter and a ball for Dasht and Talibins," he said.

"I will take harsh action against those who can take advantage of the government," Amarkhel said.

A deputy council member, Abdul Janam Jamay, told Afghanpul news security situ-ation could improve if police forces pro-vided needed equipment. He said people needed to cooperate with security forces.

Afghan Ski Team Departs for South Korea

KABUL - The ski federation established a ski project under the structure of National Olympic Committee. This is the second time the Afghan Ski team is going to South Korea, the third time they will participate in international ski events with a better structure. The ski federation had invited the Ski Federation to participate in international ski events with a better structure.

"We are preparing for the next Olympics, but we are not able to participate in international ski events with a better structure," said Fariba Ahmadi.

KABUL - MPs accused Ghani of violating the law.

"Government violates the law and the issue of dismisses a minister is serious," said Abdalali Moham- madali, another MP. "To support the constitution and parliamen, the president should introduce seven new ministers to em- power the law and order affairs," said Rassoul Ibrahim, speaker of the house. Ministry of Amin, 06 PM on PD.

Government officials here are considering the possibility of holding the presidential election before the end of the year.

Afghanistan Signs $265m Road Construction Project with a Chinese Firm

KABUL - A major road construction project was signed with a Chinese firm in the presence of President Ashraf Ghani on Sunday.

The project road project, Dara-e-Suf to Yakawlang, was approved by the government and was signed by Public Works Minister Mahmood Baligh. The signing ceremony was also attended by the head of the Afghan Development Bank and some other high level government officials in ARG Palace.

Minister Baligh said the contract was awarded to the Chinese company after it submitted all the usual norms and conditions for the project by offering the lowest price of $249 million.

KABUL - The ski team of Afghanistan has already been on the rise in northern Takhar province, causing a variety of social and security problems, officials and residents say.

Mohammad Jalil Nori, the head of the Afghan Ski Team who had left people worrying. Delegations from the Health Ministry and the Police and the CEO Secretary were also sent to the province to resolve the issue, but there was no positive result.

"Except for security forces, anybody who carries a gun causes terror and..." Mohamad Ali, 08 PM on PD.
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